Up Close and Personal: The Girl
with the “Spit” Tattoo
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That’s right, a tattoo that read’s “spit” is one of many
aspects to Scout Zabinski’s inexplicable hand in the
nuance of her psychological self-portraits. Exploring the
nature of trauma, her portraits act as meditations of her
personal history with sexual assault, abuse, eating
disorders, anxiety, and depression —and pulls from
struggling with anorexia nervosa. Now an autonomous
process, these nude life-scale “Scouts” invert the gaze
into a two-way parlay, a means of self-reclamation and
preservation. Satire or soft-porn? Scout’s portraits mirror
life itself in all its traumas and beauty while maintaining a
sense of playfulness. With group shows and art fairs
around the corner, it seems everyone wants a piece of
her.
Text by: Jordan Kelly
Photos courtesy of Roeg Cohen and artist Scout Zabinski

“The start of me putting bags over
my head was the start of me
taking myself seriously as an
artist.”
This is insane though, that both of these [shows] are happening right back to back. Tell me about these
three pieces, how you came about showing them. Um, and I guess like what these pieces mean to you
within the context of this other work?
Well I had wanted to show with Toddfor a while. And it really just happened organically through mutual friends and coming here for other openings.
But the three pieces are kind of, like I said before, oddballs out. They are all kind of all different from one another because the way I work starts as a
list of ideas that I want to become paintings. Now, the list has become like 40 paintings long! So some of them are more cohesive than others. But I'm
working towards building more cohesive ones for her solo show at Seasons LA next year. And since I had two big group shows happening this
summer, I was figuring out what pieces I could give to the shows that still look okay together. You know?
There's that and because this show is with four different artists, it was easier to show pieces that didn't necessarily look as great together for say- a
solo show. I mean the first one [pointing to My Sunday Best] piece, like My Sunday Best, which is the piece in the kitchen, was my first experiment
with painting myself nude. So it was definitely way different. At the same time, that piece was kind of in the line of me still putting bags over my
head and I think that painting for me, was the start of taking myself seriously as an artist. I was like, “I'm going to make a big painting. I'm going to
make a big figure painting. It's gonna, I'm gonna use tape all over it so it looks like it could be hung in a gallery—”I spent so long on that one —
something like two months that I spent on that one whereas now I spend two weeks on a painting.
So what changed between having bags on your head to featuring your face?
For a while, I was putting the bag over my face because I was still figuring out why I was painting. My paintings have always been deeply personal,
but I didn't realize it was a meditation for me to make them. I also, for a while, struggled with the idea of only making self-portraits because it made
me very nervous to be like, “What are people gonna think? Are people gonna think that she's obsessed with herself or whatever?” But once I figured
out why I was painting, I stopped caring about that because these paintings are way more about self-hatred than an excess of love for myself.

Like I was talking with someone recently and we were talking about how it's almost as if I’m hyper-sexualizing myself before you do.
Absolutely.
‘The gaze’ is kind of the starting point for these paintings really. So I had to begin with painting my face. So the first one I did was like this painting
that is going to Italy at the beginning of next year. And it's, I made it during the pandemic and it had a COVID mask. So it was still masked, but it
was like, I'm going to paint my eyes now and like half my face. So, and after that I was like, okay, I guess I can do my whole face. Like that turned out
really, really nice. So it's just kind of like transitions and then, I don't know, I just became more comfortable with it and stopped caring about what
people are gonna think that I'm painting me? But I think that's also what is fun with my work. I try to incorporate a lot of elements that are super
intense and personal to me but don't necessarily come across that way. But then once you notice, even the food sometimes looks menacing, even the
random objects. So I love playing around with the details in the painting.
How do you end up choosing what playful additions you add to each piece?
Honestly, every piece marks such a specific memory or point in time that I always pick something that had or has a lot of meaning at that time.
Sometimes I feel, even though I am painting myself, the objects are way more personal because they're things that remind me of very specific points
in my life or like feelings I've had. The hardest part is not giving things away too easily because—

You don’t want it to be too “easy.”
Yeah, exactly. Though the paintings are super personal to me, I'm fine with someone not seeing all of that right away. Like seeing a chipwhich in this,
and being like ‘I know, that! I can relate to that.’ But I'm fine with them not understanding it fully right away. It's kind of a bonus sometimes. Like
little secrets.
I like that: ‘little secrets’.
Yeah, I mean, I have list [of works] that is just so long now, but also it's kind of that thing of, you just have to get it out and make it into the world and
have it exist. And then it's like, “okay, it's gone.” And maybe it was a bad painting, but it is somewhere else now. And it’s out of my mind, so I try not
to edit myself too much on also the paintings I make. If you feel like you need to make that, then do it because now it's there. But I'll probably look
back in a couple of years and be like, some of these were really stupid.

But that's good that you allow yourself the freedom to do that. Yeah. I think it can be really stifling.
I think that's also the nicest part about making self-portraits is 1) inspiration. It isn't really hard to find like I just get it from everyday life. And also,
you don't have to edit that much because if some, like the biggest criterion that I have for my paintings, is that it is personal to me. If there's not a
reason why I'm making something that I'm like, ‘Oh, should you make this?’ If it's just a picture of me then there's kinda no meaning behind it. But if
it's personal and I can talk about it or, think about a moment in my life that this painting felt real because they're kind of like...well I call them
psychological self-portraits. ‘Cause they're more about feelings or memories that may or may not have happened. But if that feels real then it was real
for me at one point, then I'm like, ‘Okay, it can, it can exist as a painting.’ So yeah, the inspiration part isn't as hard. Once I started painting myself, I
was stressed out a lot less, about like, ‘Oh, what am I going to make?’
And these figures? Do you draw from a mirror? From photos? Or do you have friends model certain
positions postures etc.?
Well I look up stock photos at that time. I always painted from pictures cause I liked the details, but then I did my first nude photoshoot- and that
happened organically more as like a... I mean, you know, this cause you know, me personally, but like struggling with body image for so long and like
my experience with eating disorders that I recently realized, or like tied to like my history with like abuse. Um, it came to me that like, it came at a
really weird time where that was like an expression of being comfortable enough with my body. Like this weird, like exhibitionism was kind of like,
‘Okay, I don't hate myself as much as I did before.’

Is that because it's like considered art once you put it in on canvas?
Yeah. I mean, I wouldn't, I don't think about it that way. I think about it just like the actual photoshoot was — I can be comfortable enough to show
myself to someone and look at my image. And then I realized, at one point I was like, ‘Okay, I am going to be using these photos for paintings and like
for nothing else,’ obviously. So nude photoshoots are still a part of my process and it's definitely transforming now because I've had some bad
experiences with those ’shoots. So eventually I think I'll just shoot myself because I'm also really inspired by how Cindy Sherman works.
What’s good with that diner piece I’ve seen you wrestling with?
Yeah, for that piece that, I was thinking of a diner piece for this show in Los Angelos. Just about growing up in New Jersey. That's like what everyone
thinks of? Anyway, the show is called “Breakfast in America”. That was the first thing I thought of. Rushawanted the “first bite” at this gallery to be
memorable like that...like the first eggs and bacon, he had ya know? But I had a dilemma where I didn’t think I could Photoshop together well
enough. So I went to this diner with a friend just a couple blocks away to shoot. We went at like 8:00 AM and of course, but right as we walked in,
there were a bunch of construction workers having like a huge breakfast. So I was like, like what are we going to do? So we just sat down and she was
like, ‘Do you just want to do it [strip down to bra and undies]?’ And I was like, ‘No, I have to ask, I don't want to get thrown out of this diner.’ So we
called this Greek guy over who works there and I'm like, trying to hype myself up for this wild pitch. After explaining that I needed to make a
painting in a diner and that I make all nude self-portraits I just went for it and asked if I could get into my bra and underwear. And he's like, ‘I mean, I
have no problem with that, but let me ask my manager.’ He comes back and says it’s fine, ‘But you may want to wait until those construction workers
leave.’ I was so glad we're on the same page for that. So we just waited until they left. And there was this old couple, watching me the whole time. I
definitely felt super weird, but honestly, it just makes the painting funnier than it actually happened. I know my body now enough that I think I may
do that more — shoot on scene I mean— but once you kind of know the way your own body moves, it's much easier to just kind of like edit and
what's the word? Not compromise. Go on the fly. What's the word though? Do you know what I'm talking about?

Yeah, improvise.
Improvise, damn! We used to be smart—but yeah, that painting came out great. I'm very excited for it.
Try to catch some of her work with Ross + Kramer’s at Summer Summer Group Show in The Hamptons next week starting August 21st-Sept
12th.
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Anna Sheffield Visits the Tucson
Gem Show
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March 07, 2022

For every artist, sourcing materials for their work can be
one of the most fundamental steps in the art-making
process. For jewlery designer Anna Sheffield, the case is
no different. Each year, Sheffield travels to Tucson to
attend the renowned Tucson Gem Show— the largest and
one of the most prestigious gem and mineral shows in
the world. The event is an eclectic showcase of all things
gem, including minerals, fossils, and jewelry. Since the
1970s, the show has attracted hundreds of gem
enthusiasts, collectors, and professional curators to the
Arizona city to browse its vast array of precious stones
and connect with other gem fanatics.
On her visit this year, Sheffield shared with office details
on her trip, including highlights from the three-day event
and the surrounding city.
Text by Maya Pontone
Photos courtesy of Anna Sheffield

"After two years without spending much time around the bevy of diamonds and gems that Gem shows offer, I was overjoyed to be back in the mix in
Tucson this year. Highlights were spending time with a couple of new partners in colored gemstones (think Grey Spinel, Chrysoprase, Green
Sapphires, and Turquoise). I bought some gorgeous stones, a few that I've never used before that will become one of a kind rings and necklaces,"
Sheffield said.
During her stay, Sheffield also took the opportunity to explore the city outside of the gem show, visiting the historical sites, local stores, and
acclaimed restaurants for a full-Tucson experience. Some of her favorite local spots included the Meyer Ave Cafe and the Coronet.
Take a look at some of the photos from her trip she shared with office below.
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Celebrate Love with The Heart
Project
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The Heart Project and Fred Segal captured the Valentine's
Day mood with their "Made With Love" capsule
collection, released on February 14th at the Fred Segal
Sunset store. To celebrate this drop, Hearts and Fred
Segal came together to spread the love by hosting a
launch party that included live music, empanadas made
by Jahmana, an open bar, and lots of love.
The collection includes one-of-one pieces designed by
Heart's artist Stefan Meier, crewnecks designed by CID, a
Heart's community member, trucker hats, unisex
workwear, and baby-tees decked out in graphic hearts.
The Heart Project also teamed up with an infamous NFT
collection Deadfellaz, Lot, Stock and Barrel, and Vinnie
Hager to create several mini-collections available for
purchase at their Valentine's Day pop-up.
Text by Oona Oglesby
Photos by Mathew DeSoto

Many NFTs have begun to work in digital and physical spaces, which has the Hearts community especially excited. Hearts holders have the chance to
redeem a digital "Love Letter" NFT with Vinnie Hager. Hager's sketches and use of bold colors have taken the NFT space by storm. The chance to
obtain this gift is just one of the few reasons Hearts has garnered its popularity. Calling themselves a community space, Hearts always goes to their
community first when deciding what is next for the project. They value their holders just as much, if not more than the Heart holders love them.
Hearts did a second pop-up at Fred Segal this past weekend with Delinquentz by Drought. This time Heart NFT holders could come by and either
get their personal heart airbrushed onto a t-shirt by Stefan or get a screen printed shirt that featured the classic Heart mascot and the Delinquentz
logo.
Check out images from The Heart Project x Fred Segal pop up below.
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On February 11th, Micaiah Carter presented his first solo
exhibition in New York, bringing together work from his
reflection along with the ephemera of his father. Carter
honors his legacy while pushing forward to the newer
generations, empowering these beautiful Black minds to
come together. Micaiah Carter presented his first solo
exhibition after sweeping every form of media and
creating the most exquisite work. As a photographer and
filmmaker, he blends fashion, fine art, and portrait
photography, and his resume speaks in itself. Micaiah's
portraiture allows us to close our eyes and imagine
ourselves there— right when the magic happened.
From working with A24, Thom Browne, to Nike, along
with a whole A to Z list of publications and companies —
he cartwheels over across a multitude of conglomerates,
and his artistry gets sharper and sharper. To the point
where thinkers and lovers like you and us can scroll on
Instagram as we usually do and spot a photo that we
know Carter captured.
Text by JoliAmour DuBose-Morris
Photo courtesy of Micaiah Carter

SN37 has decided to donate the proceeds of each exhibition to the organization of their artists' choosing. The proceeds from the sale of works will
be donated to the Agent Orange Record, providing aid to Vietnam Veterans impacted by Agent Orange. If you missed the opening, don't worry, you
still have plenty of time to get lost in the exhibition. American Black Beauty Vol. 1 will be open from the 11th to March 27th of 2022.
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